Plasma loss due to apparatus asymmetries is a ubiquitous phenomenon in magnetic plasma confinement. When the plasma equilibrium has locally-trapped particle populations partitioned by a separatrix from one another and from passing particles, the asymmetry transport is enhanced. The trapped and passing particle populations react differently to the asymmetries, leading to the standard 1/ν and √ ν transport regimes of superbanana orbit theory as particles collisionally scatter from one orbit type to another. However, when the separatrix is itself asymmetric, particles can collisionlessly transit from trapped to passing and back, leading to enhanced transport.
Magnetically-confined plasmas often have one or more locally-trapped particle populations, either by accident or design, partitioned by separatrices from one another and from passing particles. This paper examines the effect of these trapped particles on neoclassical transport (transport due to external field asymmetries). In the low collisionality regimes associated with fusion plasmas, strong neoclassical transport is caused by particles that cross these separatrices in the presence of magnetic or electrostatic field asymmetries [1-6, 9, 10] .
Collisional scattering (at rate ν) is often regarded as the main mechanism driving the separatrix crossing [1] [2] [3] [4] , leading to standard superbanana transport regimes scaling as 1/ν or √ ν. However, in certain cases collisionless particle orbits can cross the separatrices. We will show that this results in enhanced transport that is independent of ν and can greatly exceed standard superbanana transport [5] .
The physics of the new mechanism and of superbanana transport are similar. Trapped and passing particles typically experience different error fields because the fields vary spatially and trapping isolates particles in certain spatial regions. Drift orbits for particles trapped along B in two separate regions are displaced from one another by distance ∆r, because the field errors acting in each region differ, leading to transport as particles randomly transit from trapped to passing and back.
For example, the √ ν superbanana regime occurs for ν < ω 0 (where ω 0 is the frequency of the drift orbits), and is due to a collisional boundary layer with energy width ∆W c ≡ T V 0 ν/ω 0 that forms around the separatrix energy V 0 separating trapped and passing particles [1, 2, 5, 7, 8] . Particles in this boundary layer diffuse between trapped and passing every orbital period, taking steps of order ∆r, and leading to a √ ν scaling for the radial diffusion:
where
T is the fraction of particles in the boundary layer. Now, however, consider the effect of an asymmetry on the separatrix itself. Such an asymmetry allows particles to cross the separatrix without needing collisions to do so. If the separatrix energy varies along the drift surface from V 0 − ∆V to V 0 + ∆V then particles with parallel energies in this range transit between passing and trapped. Every orbital period they are then randomly trapped on either side of the separatrix, and since error fields differ on each side, this leads to transport that scales as
where η ∆V ∼ ∆V e −V0/T / √ V 0 T is the fraction of particles in the energy range V 0 − ∆V to V 0 + ∆V , that can collisionlessly transit from trapped to passing. This collisionless diffusion is independent of collision frequency, and hence dominates the transport when ∆V > ∆W c , i.e. when ν < ω 0 ∆V 2 /V 0 T . In what follows we sketch a more detailed analysis of this collisionless transport mechanism, and discuss the effect of collisions. We then compare the theory to simulations.
Consider a nominally cylindrical plasma column, trapped axially by an electrostatic potential energy φ 0 , and trapped radially by a uniform axial magnetic field B. Particles with charge q and mass M bounce back and forth along the magnetic field and rotate in the θ direction due to the E × B drift at frequency ω 0 (r, z) = −(c/qBr)E r where E r = −∂φ 0 /∂r. A "squeeze" potential is applied to a central electrode that creates two trapped particle populations, labeled 1 and 2 ( Fig. 1) . The maximum height of the squeeze potential V s varies in azimuthal angle θ, because the central electrode is split into sectors that can be biased to different potentials. We assume V s (θ) = V 0 + ∆V cos mθ. The squeeze is assumed to be very narrow in z so that by itself it causes negligible radial transport. This distinguishes this system from some previous work on transport due to separatrix asymmetries [9, 10] .
Passing particles have axial kinetic energy K larger than V s and can access both sides of the trap. Trapped particles are trapped on one side or the other of V s . This double well potential is analogous to the magnetic wells that occur in stellarators and bumpy tori.
Particles cross the separatrix when K satisfies
According to Eq. (3) there are m values of θ, θ 0n , n = 0, ...m − 1, where the particles become trapped, and m others, θ 1n , where they become passing particles:
When particles become trapped, we assume that they are trapped in region 1 or 2 with probability p 1 and p 2 respectively, where p 1 + p 2 = 1. For the idealized trap potential shown in Fig. 1 ,
Radial transport is dominated by a static asymmetry potential δφ(r, θ, z) that acts over the plasma column to cause radial E × B drifts. We assume
where α is the phase angle between the asymmetry potential and the separatrix potential. We will see that the collisionless transport depends on α.
The linearized bounce-averaged equations of motion are dθ/dt = ω 0 , dr/dt = (c ε i /qBr) sin (θ + α) where the overbar denotes a bounce average: ε i is the bounce average of ε for i = 1, 2 or p (i.e. trapped of type 1 or 2, or passing-see Fig. 1 ). The value of the bounce average depends on the type of orbit because ε depends on z, and trapped and passing particles average over different z positions. We assume that the plasma "rigidity"
1 where v ≡ T /M is the thermal speed, so that bounce-averaged dynamics are a good approximation. Otherwise, bounce-rotation resonances neglected here are important [7] .
The overall change in r in one rotation period can be found by integration of dr/dt between separatrix crossings:
where ε n is a random variable that for each n takes the values ε 1 and ε 2 with probability p 1 and p 2 respectively. Then taking the average of Eq. (6) over ε n and noting ε p = p 1 ε 1 + p 2 ε 2 , gives ∆r = 0. The radial diffusion coefficient D r can be obtained from ∆r 2 by integrating over the distribution of parallel kinetic energy, F 0 (K), which is normalized so that dKF 0 = 1:
By a change of variables from energy K to θ K , the integral can be performed analytically, assuming that ∆V V 0 so that we may replace F 0 (K) by F 0 (V 0 ). The result is Trapped particles move radially, but updown symmetry implies particles transit from trapped to passing and back at the same radius, so the drift orbit is closed and there is no net radial step. However when α = 0, symmetry is broken and particle orbits are trapped and detrapped at different radii, leading to radial steps (Fig. 2b) . Of course, for α = 0 or π the diffusion does not completely vanish; collisional effects not kept in the above analysis yield finite diffusion consistent with Ref. 6 .
Equations (8) and (9) can be regarded as the collisionless limit of a more general theory expression for the transport that includes collisions. The perturbed particle distribution is written as δf = F 0 (K)(−δφ + ω r g)/T where ω r is the fluid (E × B+ diamagnetic) rotation frequency, and the nonadiabatic part g solves the bounceaveraged Fokker-Planck equation
HereĈg = 2V 0 T ν∂ 2 g/∂K 2 is the collision operator, keeping only the highest energy derivative and expanding near K = V 0 [1, 2, 7] . The solution of this driven diffusion equation in the trapped and passing regions yields a radial diffusion coefficient given by Eq. (8) , except that D m (α) is replaced byD m (∆W c /∆V, α). For 2 /m ∈ IntegersD m may be written as
whereD c (∆W c /∆V, , m) andD ∆V (∆W c /∆V, , m) represent the α-independent and α-dependent contributions to the transport. These functions are plotted in Fig. 3 versus ∆W c /∆V . In the collisionless limit ∆W c ∆V , they can be found from Eq. (9) (11) dominates, so that transport is proportional to the collisional width ∆W c , in agreement with Eq. (1) .
Simulations of the transport were performed to test the theory, using the method described in Ref. 7 . Equations of motion for N ∼ 5000 particles were integrated in time in prescribed potentials, including Langevin collisions modeled by a drag force on v z and a fluctuation in v z every timestep. The confining potential was taken to be the idealized square well shown in Fig. 1 , with L 1 = L 2 ≡ L and the asymmetry potential was taken to be δφ(z, θ) = ε sgn(z) cos (θ + α), so −ε 1 = ε 2 = ε, and p 1 = p 2 = 1/2. Radial diffusion was measured by following the mean square radius,
The diffusion coefficient D r is plotted in Fig. 4 versus phase angle α for simulation parameters = m = 1, v/ω 0 L = 20, ε/T = 10 −3 , V 0 /T = 0.5, ∆V /T = 0.1, νL/v = 10 −5 . The expected sin 2 α dependence is observed, and the measured diffusion is well-described by the collisionless theory of Eq. (8) (the solid line). In Fig. 5 diffusion is plotted versus ν for α = 1 and two values of ε; other parameters are the same. Measured diffusion matches Eq. (11), showing the expected √ ν dependence at large ν. At small ν, D r is independent of ν, provided ν is not too small and ε is not too large; otherwise effects not included in the theory become important.
In the limit as ν → 0, D r approaches 0 because the particle distribution relaxes to a BGK equilibrium. In the collisionless limit, particle motion conserves energy and this limits the total possible change in parallel kinetic energy. Kinetic energies cannot change by more than roughly ∆V since otherwise particles would enter integrable regions of phase space that are either always trapped or always passing. This requires crossing KAM surfaces, which is not allowed in a 4-dimensional (guiding center) phase space [11] . Thus, without collisions, phase mixing of the particle distribution eventually yields a stationary (BGK) state. Although Eq. (9) is independent of ν, collisions are implicitly required in order to refresh the distribution and keep it close to Maxwellian form.
To estimate D r in the low collisionality regime, we first estimate the time τ r required for collisionless relaxation, as the time needed for a particle to collisionlessly diffuse in kinetic energy by order ∆V due to trapping and untrapping that occurs every rotation period:
This time is analogous to the wavetrapping time in standard banana orbit theory; here however the orbits are chaotic. Adding collisions drives the particle distribution, flattened over an energy range ∆V around V 0 , back toward a Maxwellian form. The collisional relaxation time τ c required for this process is τ c ∼ ∆V 2 /νV 0 T . When τ c < τ r , i.e. when ν > ω 0 ε 2 /(V 0 T ), collisions prevent collisionless relaxation to a BGK state; and this is the regime where the previous theory is valid. When τ c > τ r , one can estimate D r in the manner of banana orbit theory. Particles now take large radial chaotic "banana-orbit" steps ∆r ∼ ∆V /(E r ) associated with kinetic energy change ∆V , due to multiple separatrix crossings. After a time τ c these particles are collisionally replaced, leading to radial diffusion D r ∼ (∆r 2 /τ c )F 0 (V 0 )∆V , where F 0 ∆V is the fraction of particles participating. Substituting for ∆r and τ c yields
where the prefactor of 10 is chosen to provide a reasonable fit to the simulation data (Fig. 5) .
We have seen that enhanced transport due to collisionless scattering across a separatrix supercedes standard √ ν superbanana transport, and is independent of ν when ε 2 < ∼ νV 0 T /ω 0 < ∼ ∆V 2 (assuming v/ω 0 L 1). For ν smaller than this range, a novel "chaotic banana" regime sets in with transport roughly proportional to ν. This transport mechanism could be an important loss process in many systems with asymmetric separatrices such as stellarators. The mechanism also causes various other effects, such as growth or damping of plasma modes. These effects will be considered in several following papers. The transport depends on the relative phase of the field errors, which can be a strong experimental signature of the effect if this phase is controllable. 
